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Grey House Publishing announces the First Edition of
Global Terror & Political Risk Assessment: Yearbook and Forecast 2010
Grey House Publishing is proud to announce the publication of the First edition of Global
Terror & Political Risk Assessment: Yearbook and Forecast 2010.
This important new reference tool combines an overview of the major incidents of terror and
political unrest around the world in 2009, an expert, in-depth global risk forecast for 2010, along
with county-by-country overviews and major risk events to put each country’s unrest in a historical
context. With many maps and graphs, no other resource offers this level of detailed analysis of
terror and political risk, in an easy-to-use single volume, in such a user-friendly, accessible format.
This edition was developed with data, analysis and forecasts from Exclusive Analysis (EA),
whose experience in assessing global political risks worldwide makes this brand new work
significantly relevant. This resource is arranged into 4 sections, and each begins with an
introduction and table of contents.
Detailed Introduction: gives the reader an important overview of political risk assessment.
Special coverage is given to the Language of Risk, to give the reader further background
data.
Section I: Chronological Review 2009 – Details 50 risk-relevant developments around the
world in 2009.
This section also includes Major Incident Responses, which assess pivotal events or
incidents, in order to assess their consequences.
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Section II: In-Depth Strategic Analysis – Includes 11 reports that assess a specific country
or region in detail
Section III: Forecast 2010 – Political risk assessment is analyzed by six major regions of
the world; Africa, Asia, Eurasia and Western Europe, Latin American, and Middle East and
North Africa.
Section IV: Country Risk Profiles - Political risk assessment is a detailed report of seven
major region of the world; Africa, Asia, Eurasia, Latin America, The Middle East & North
Africa, North America, and Western Europe. Each is sorted chronologically by country.
The last section of this work includes 12 total appendices. Six address major incidents that
occurred within six business sectors; Marine, Aviation, Energy, Mining, Finance, and NGOs. The
next five cover major incidents by theme; Political, War, Civil Unrest, Terrorism, and Global Jihad.
This final appendix provides a full color map of each continent.
Information presented by Global Terror & Political Risk Assessment, is critical for
researchers and students of terrorism, international politics and conflict and war. This edition
combines facts with human analysis resulting in a unique and powerful resource.
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